Wermer's well-known maximality theorem [4] , [5] has been generalized by Hoffman and Singer [2] as follows. Let G be an ordered abelian group with nonnegative class G+, and dual group T. Then the subalgebra A of C(T) generated by G+ can be extended to a maximal subalgebra of C(F), provided there exists a homomorphism £f^0 of G into the additive group R with £;S0 on G+. The homomorphism £ is unique to within multiplication by a positive scalar, and the maximal subalgebras so obtained are translates of each other, as set forth precisely in [2] . (See [l, pp. 193-194] for an interesting investigation of maximality. A is a Dirichlet algebra, [l] .)
Our theorem is a converse: suppose that B is a maximal proper closed subalgebra of C(T), or of h(G), and that for each element g of G, either gEB or g~lEB. Of course, h(G) is construed as a (dense) subalgebra of C(T) via the Fourier transform.
Theorem.
There is a complex homomorphism <3? of B with the property that 0<|<p| ^1 on G(~\B and |<I>| is not identically 1 on GC\B.
In particular, if A is contained in a maximal subalgebra of C(T), the mapping log |<p| of G+C\B can be extended to a negative mapping £ of G into R.
Proof. Let gi, giEGC\B, gi1EB. We assert that for some w^l, gigi1EB. For otherwise, gpgiG-B for all nTzl and g2~ngi is singular, so the distance ||l-g2~ngi^|| = L Since the multiplications by G are isometries of h(G) and C(T), Hg" -giB\\ j^l, for »^1. Applying the spectral radius formula to the algebra B/giB we find a complex homomorphism ^ of B for which ^(gi) =0, | ^(g2) | = 1.
The homomorphism SF admits an extension to the subalgebra generated by B and gj1, according to the rule g^-^^fe)""^*). The algebra in question is larger than B because it contains g2l, and not dense because gi is singular in its closure. This contradiction proves our assertion. Finally, let g be any singular element of GC\B. The spectrum of g in /i(G), or C(r), is just the unit circle, so that if X£SpBg and | X| < 1, then X is an interior point of Sp^g, by spectral permanence [3, pp. 33, 142] . Since 0£Spsg this last set contains the entire unit disk. Then there is a homomorphism $ of B with 0<|$(g)| <1. Our assertion in the first paragraph shows that 0<|"i>(gi)| gl for all giEGDB, because for some re^l, gnEgiB. End of proof. The weak direct sum -• • ®Z®Z®Z can be ordered lexicographically, and admits only the trivial positive mapping into R. The algebra -4(F) is then included in no maximal subalgebra. The Gelfand space of A (T) seems curious enough to reward a careful investigation.
